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The Peopletime Guide for Ireland Employers on addressing 

the Employment issues arising from COVID-19 

 
 

Introduction 

These challenging times are throwing up many unusual employment situations at the same time 

as the Government issues guidance that affects how we work. It can be difficult to decipher exactly 

what is being asked of you as an employer when guidelines are issued from the Government. We 

have done our best below to tackle the common problems our clients are facing but please 

remember this is general guidance only and you should always take appropriate advice on your 

particular circumstances, even more so as the situation is so rapidly changing. 

The “Stay at Home” initiative has been extended out to 18th May 2020 to minimise the risk of COVID 

19 to the nation.  People may leave home to buy groceries or for medical treatment and may leave 

home for exercise however travel beyond 5km is restricted. 

Cocooning remains in place for people 70 years of age and older or is vulnerable due to a medical 

condition however as of 4th May they may leave their home for brief exercise only however must 

avoid contact with other people. 

Exceptions have been issued to the stay at home phase and it should be noted these are being 

strictly enforced nationwide: 

 to travel to and from work where the work is considered an essential service. You can 
see the full list of essential workers here 

 to attend medical appointments and collect medicines and other health products for 
yourself, your family or someone who is vulnerable or cocooning 

 for vital family reasons including caring for children, elderly or vulnerable people but 
excluding social family visits 

 to take brief individual physical exercise within your locality, which may include children 
from your household within 5 kilometres of your home and adhering to strict 2 metre 
social distancing measures 

 

 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/dfeb8f-list-of-essential-service-providers-under-new-public-health-guidelin/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/dfeb8f-list-of-essential-service-providers-under-new-public-health-guidelin/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/923825-guidance-on-cocooning-to-protect-people-over-70-years-and-those-extr/
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Roadmap on COVID 19 restrictions 

On 1st May 2020 the Government announced a roadmap between 18th May and 10th August 2020 

to reopen Ireland in a slow and phased approach following the outbreak of COVID 19.   The 

government and National Public Health Emergency Team will monitor the situation closely before 

each phase can commence to ensure transmission of COVID 19 remains low.  A pause may be put 

on any phase if there is a spike in COVID 19 again. 

Phase 1 (18th May) 

 allow outdoor meetings between people from different households 
 open up childcare for healthcare workers 
 phased return of outdoor workers 
 open retailers which are primarily outdoor or those which were open during first level of 

restriction (e.g. opticians) 
 opening of certain outdoor public amenities 

 

Phase 2 (8th June) 

 allow visits to households 
 develop plans and supports to open up business with consideration for safety of staff and 

customers 
 open small retail outlets and marts where social distancing can be observed 
 open public libraries 

 

Phase 3 (29th June) 

 allow small social gatherings 
 opening of crèches, childminders and pre-schools for children of essential workers in 

phased manner 
 return to work for those with low levels of interaction 
 open non-essential retail outlets with street level entrance and exit 
 open playgrounds 

 

Phase 4 (20th July) 

 opening of crèches, childminders and pre-schools for children of all other workers on a 
gradually increasing basis 

 return to work for those who cannot work from home 
 gradual easing of restrictions for higher risk services (e.g. Hairdressers) 
 opening of museums, galleries, places of worship 

 

 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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Phase 5 (10th August) 

 allow larger social gatherings 
 return to work across all sectors 
 on a phased basis, commencing at the beginning of the academic year 2020/2021, 

opening of primary and secondary schools and 3rd level institutions 
 further easing of restrictions on high risk retail services 

 

The Government are currently reviewing measures and packages to aid businesses when they 

reopen in an attempt to return the economy back to normal as soon as possible. 

 

Staying Open For Business 

As of 27th March 2020 the Government very clearly laid out what was deemed as essential services 

and where premises may remain open until a minimum of 18th May 2020.  A full list of essential 

services can be found here 

Where possible employees should work remotely.  Public transport remains in operation however 

it may only be used for access to essential services or for essential service workers.  It is prohibited 

to use public transport during this period for any other means. 

 

1. Do I have to close my business? 

The Government has set out businesses that may remain open to the public and it visible here 

Restaurant facilities are now permitted to open for take away and delivery services only.  Sit in 

dining is prohibited at present.  Social distancing must be applied rigidly in these circumstances. 

If your business is on this list you may remain open for business whilst observing all restrictions in 

place.  If your business is not listed however employees can operate from home, your business can 

remain operational.  All Government guidelines on social distancing, hygiene and health and safety 

must be adhered to without exception. 

 

2. Do I have to permit employees to work from home?  

Government guidance is asking that employees work from home where possible. This is not a legal 

requirement as it is not possible in all circumstances.   Employers may only require employees to 

continue to attend work if the business is deemed as essential in the above list. 

You do though have a duty to be mindful of your employee’s safety whilst at work. So be sure to 

assess the health and safety risk regularly. You will be aware that certain categories of people are 

more vulnerable to the virus as follows: 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/dfeb8f-list-of-essential-service-providers-under-new-public-health-guidelin/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/dfeb8f-list-of-essential-service-providers-under-new-public-health-guidelin/
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 Are aged 70 or over 

 Have a long-term medical condition such as a cardiac and respiratory condition 

 Have an impaired immune system due to disease or treatment, for example, if you are a 
cancer patient 

 Have a conditi-on that affects your breathing 

 Are a resident of a nursing home or other long-stay setting (including disability, mental 
health and older persons services) 

 Are in a specialist disability health service and aged 50 or over or have an underlying 
health condition 

Requiring such employees to attend work may not be safe for them unless their potential exposure 

to the virus is not materially different than when they are self-isolating and accordingly you need 

to carefully consider any requirement for such employees to continue to attend work.  

 

3. Can I tell my employees not to use public transport?  

The Government indicates that it is wishes to keep essential transport services open although of 

course it is policy to adhere to social distancing and the uses allocated for public transport. 

Accordingly, whilst it is sensible to encourage staff not to use public transport you cannot insist on 

this particularly as for many it may not be practicable to get to work in any other way. Be mindful 

that timetables may not be operating at the same frequency they had been which may require an 

adjustment to employees working times to facilitate them coming to and from work.  Advise your 

staff to be careful and follow Government guidance on good hygiene and social distancing 

measures. 

 

4. What about employees who want to work from home because they have a dependant that 

needs care?  

Aside potentially for emergency situations dealt with below, there is no right to work from home 

to deal with dependants. However, the government have directed that were an employee can work 

from home, they should. If, however the employee works in the provision of essential services, 

consideration may be given to flexible working hours and allow the employee to satisfy their caring 

responsibilities whilst also meeting their work duties. These requests will often need to be decided 

on a case by case basis because individual job roles and home circumstances will vary from person 

to person. 

 

Pay  

The Government have put in numerous financial supports for both employees and employers 

affected by the COVID 19 pandemic. 

 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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Income Support Scheme (Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme) 

As of 26th March 2020, the Government has introduced a new Income Support Scheme for 

employers who keep their employees on their payroll during the pandemic.  It will assist with 

alleviating the DEASP dealing with the high volume of Pandemic Unemployment Payments.  

Employers who qualify for the Income Support Scheme should do their best to maintain full salaries 

or as close to full salaries as possible during the scheme. 

A further announcement was made by the Government on 15th April 2020 regarding amendments 

to the Wage Subsidy Scheme which will apply from 4th May 2020.   

The below, transitional phase, remains in place until the 3rd May 2020: 

For eligible employers, the scheme will provide up to 70% of an employee’s average weekly take 

home pay up to a maximum of €410 .  This is non-taxable by the employer.  This works out as 70% 

of an annual salary of €38,000.  The scheme will also provide supports on salaries up to €76,000 

and the support will be capped at €350 per week for salaries between €38,000 and €76,000.   

 

The changes applicable from the 4th May 2020 are: 

 The subsidy will increase from 70% to 85% for employees with a previous average take 
home pay below €412 per week 

 The subsidy will be a flat rate of €350 per week for employees with a previous average take 
home pay between €412 and €500 per week 

 The subsidy remains the same of up to 70% capped at €410, for employees with a previous 
take home pay of between €500 and €586 per week 

 A tiered system has been introduced for employees with a previous take home pay of over 
€586 per week and less than €960 per week. 

From the 16th April the subsidy is available to support employees whose pre Covid salary was 

greater than €76000 and their post Covid salary has fallen below €76000 subject to tiered 

arrangements and tapering to ensure the net pay does not exceed €960 per week. 

In cases where the employees earnings have now been reduced by: 

 Less than 20%, no subsidy is payable 

 Between 20% and 30%, a subsidy of €205 is payable. 

 40% or more, a subsidy of up to €350 is payable. 

For such employees the maximum additional payment an employer can make, to receive the full 

subsidy is the difference between the €960 and their maximum weekly wage subsidy. 

This part of the scheme, from 4th May, will operate differently to the transitional phase.  Revenue 

will calculate employees previous average net weekly pay and their maximum personal subsidy 

amount and provide this information to employers. This will be in the form of a Revenue instruction 

in a CSV format, which employers which employers must download from within their ROS account 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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and import into their payroll software.  This ensures that employees get the correct amount of 

subsidy due.  It will also take into consideration all other active employments the employee may 

have that the employer is not aware of. 

There will be no back dates of payments from 4th May. 

It’s important to note that many employees on the scheme may received tax back during their first 

or subsequent payments, whereby their tax rate is no a cumulative basis.  This can be repaid by 

the Employer to the Employee and will be refunded to the Employer by Revenue. 

Revenue note the key features of the scheme are: 

 Replaced the COVID 19 Refund Scheme for Employers 

 From 26th March and until 3rd May, the subsidy scheme will refund Employers up to 70% 

capped at €410 per qualifying employee. 

 From 4th May, the subsidy payment will move to a system based on the previous net weekly 

pay for each employee. 

 Employers should pay the relevant subsidy to each employee and may make an additional 

payment so that the total pay does not exceed the average net weekly pay of the employee. 

 The scheme applies to employers who top up employees’ wages and those that don’t. 

 Employers will be reimbursed for amounts paid to employees as notified to Revenue 

through their online payroll process.  Reimbursements will take approximately 2 working 

days. 

 The subsidy payment will remain a non-taxable payment by the employer.  Revenue will 

review the tax liability for employees at year end.  Amended tax credits may be applied to 

recoup any tax owing from the liability. 

 Employee PRSI will not be applied to the subsidy or top up payments made by the Employer.  

Employer PRSI will not apply to the subsidy and will be applied at a rate of 0.5% on any top 

up payments to employees. 

All employers using the scheme will be published on Revenues website after the scheme has 

ceased.   

Any abuse of the scheme will be subject to penalties by Revenue.  Abuse of the scheme includes 

not providing payments to employees, incorrect self-declaration or non-adherence to Revenue and 

other relevant guidelines. 

1. How do I know if I am an eligible employer? 

The Income Support Scheme is open to all employers in all sectors, excluding public sector and 

non-commercial semi-state sector, whose business has been adversely affected by COVID 19.  

Employers will need to self-declare to Revenue that they are unable to meet 100% of their 

employee’s salaries due to COVID 19.  Employers will need to demonstrate the following to 

Revenue: 

1. A serious economic disruption to their business 

2. A minimum reduction of 25% in turnover 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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3. An inability to pay full wages to employees working 

4. An inability to pay bills to maintain the running of your business 

5. Retain employees on the payroll 

6. Employees must have been on the employer’s payroll on 29th February 2020 and a payroll 

submission made between 1st February 2020 to 15th March 2020. 

 

 

 

2. I am already paying the €350 under the COVID 19 Refund Scheme and my employees have 

been retained on my books.  How do I transfer over? 

Any employer registered for the COVID 19 Refund Scheme does not need to take any further 

action.  Any payroll submissions from 26th March 2020 can be carried out in the same manner as 

the refund scheme and the relevant amounts will be refunded for every eligible employee. 

3. How do I register for the Wage Subsidy Scheme? 

Employers or payroll providers on the employer’s behalf, must apply through Revenue for the 

scheme.  The following steps can be used: 

 Log onto ROS.  Under my enquiries there will be a section for COVID 19 Temporary Wage 

Subsidy. 

 Read the declaration titled Covid-19 Temporary Wage Subsidy Self Declaration, carefully to 

ensure you are an eligible employer.  Once satisfied hit submit. 

 Review bank details on ROS under manage bank account followed by manage EFT to ensure 

they are correct.  Any refunds will be sent to this bank account.   

 

4. What will happen between 26th March and when the subsidy scheme is in full operation in 

April? 

In April the scheme will move to a subsidy payment based on the net weekly wage of employees.  

Between now and then, the scheme will refund employers up to a maximum of €410 per qualifying 

employee regardless of the employees’ income.  

5. How do I prepare my payroll for this scheme during the transitional phase (up until 3rd May 

2020)? 

Employers should prepare their payrolls for operating this scheme with the following up until 3rd 

May 2020: 

 Set PRSI Class to J9 

 Input a non-taxable amount of up 70% of each employees net weekly wage: 

o A maximum of €410 per week where the average net weekly pay is less than or equal 

to €586 

 Or 

o A maximum of €350 per week where the average net weekly pay is greater than 

€586 and less than or equal to €960. 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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 For payroll submissions made on or after 16th April 2020, with a pay date on or after 16th 

April 2020, the wage subsidy scheme is available to support employees who Average 

Revenue Net Weekly Pay (ARNWP) was greater than €960 and their current pay is below 

€960 per week subject to the tiered approach above.   

 If no top up is being provided to employees then €0.01 should be entered into Gross Pay. 

 Where a top up is being provided, the top up amount only should be included in the Gross 

Pay.  The Temporary Wage Subsidy amount should not be included as Gross Pay. 

 The total net pay (wage subsidy and top amount) should not exceed the normal net weekly 

wage received by employees. 

 As normal the payroll submissions must include pay frequency and pay period number. 

Important Note:  Income Tax, USC. LPT and PRSI are not deducted from the Temporary Wage 

Subsidy however, on review at year end, the subsidy will be liable to Income Tax and USC.   

In some cases, the payment of the Temporary Wage Subsidy and any additional income paid by 

the employer will result in the refund of Income Tax or USC already paid by the employee.  Any 

refunds due can be paid by the employer through the application of the employee’s tax credits and 

SRCOP.  These refunds will be provided to the employer by Revenue. 

 

6. How do I prepare my payroll for the Operational Phase from 4th May? 

From the 4th May 2020, the scheme will move in the Operational Phase and this supersedes the 

transitional phase (26th March to 3rd May).    The Operational Phase applies to payrolls received on 

or after 4th May 2020 for employers who have applied for the Wage Subsidy Scheme.  

This part of the scheme will operate differently to the transitional phase.  Revenue will calculate 

employees previous average net weekly pay and their maximum personal subsidy amount and 

provide this information to employers. This ensures that employees get the correct amount of 

subsidy due.  It will also take into consideration all other active employments the employee may 

have that the employer is not aware of and provide the appropriate amount applicable to the 

specific employment. 

The information will be received from Revenue in the form of a CSV format.  Employers can  

a) Import this information into their payroll software and the payroll software will use the 

information 

or 

b)  Use the information outside of payroll software along with the new rates and any 

Additional Gross Payment (top-up) amount, to calculate the wage subsidy for each eligible 

employee. 

Employees rehired after 1st May 2020 will not be on the CSV file received from Revenue for payroll. 

Revenue are currently looking at options for this however in the meantime J9 submissions can be 

made for employees rehired after 1st May.  It should be noted that the employees will be processed 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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but the refund rejected.  Revenue may reprocess all submissions received from the employees 

rehire date at a later date where appropriate.   

Employers should enter the following details for their payroll on or after 4th May 2020: 

 Enter PRSI class J9 

 Any top up amount provided by the employer should be entered in Gross Pay. 

 Where top up is being provided €0.01 should be entered in Gross Pay. 

 Enter the wage subsidy amount payable in “non-taxable” amount. 

 The payroll submission must include the pay frequency. 

Important Note:  Income Tax, USC. LPT and PRSI are not deducted from the Temporary Wage 

Subsidy however, on review at year end, the subsidy will be liable to Income Tax and USC.   

In some cases, the payment of the Temporary Wage Subsidy and any additional income paid by 

the employer will result in the refund of Income Tax or USC already paid by the employee.  Any 

refunds due can be paid by the employer through the application of the employee’s tax credits and 

SRCOP.  These refunds will be provided to the employer by Revenue. 

7. What is an additional gross payment under the Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme? 

Employers may top up employees salary if they are in receipt of the wage subsidy scheme.  It’s 

important to note that neither the employer or employee may benefit from the scheme where the 

sum of the payments payable to the employee exceeds the lessor of the Average Net Weekly Pay 

or €960 (with the exception of where the average net weekly pay does not exceed €412, the gross 

pay plus the temporary wage subsidy can exceed the average net weekly subject to a cap of €350 

per week.  The sum of the payments is the wage subsidy plus any additional gross payments but 

does not include tax refunds.   

8. Can I deduct a pension contribution for an employee from the Wage Subsidy Scheme? 

No as the employer must pay the subsidy amount in full.  However, if an additional payment is 

being made to the employee, the pension contribution may be deducted from the additional 

payment only.  This deduction may not be applied in advance of calculating the gross amount of 

the top up as neither the employee or employer can benefit from the scheme. 

9. Will the Wage Subsidy Scheme payments have an effect on the employer pension 

contribution? 

From a Revenue perspective, tax approval for occupational pensions has a condition that the 

employer must contribute to the scheme.   The government have confirmed that during the 

operation of the scheme due to the pandemic, tax approval will not be removed from any 

occupational pension where the employer is in receipt of the Wage Subsidy Scheme for employees 

and is not able to make any contributions to employees’ pension. 

It is important to refer to employees contracts of employment and Employee Handbook to 

determine what the clause states regarding the employers contribution to pension schemes.  Any 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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pause of contributions will need to be discussed and agreed with employees.  Consideration should 

be given to the impact any pause will have on the employees overall pension and if additional 

contributions could be provided by the employer at a later date.  The pension authority has issued 

an update on pension matters during Covid 19 and it can be found here. 

It is essential that communication is provided to employees on any employment benefits they are 

in receipt of and how it is being applied during the pandemic.  

  

10. How are non-statutory deductions processed? 

Non statutory deductions may include union fees, a Christmas club, a social fund etc and these are 

normally deducted from an employee’s net pay.  These deductions should not be applied to the 

Wage Subsidy Scheme.  However, in circumstances whereby the employer is paying a top up 

amount to the employee, the deductions may be applied in agreement with employees and where 

the top up amount exceeds the deductions.  Again, it’s important to remember that the deductions 

should not be taken from the top up amount prior to tax calculations. 

11. How will BIK operate during the Wage Subsidy Scheme? 

For any eligible employee, BIK should be suspended for the period the employee is on the Wage 

Subsidy Scheme.  BIK or notional pay does not need to be included in the Gross Pay section when 

entering payroll however as with the income from the wage subsidy scheme, notional pay will be 

subject to PAYE, PRSI and USC at the end of the year. 

12. What information should be displayed on the payslips? 

The Wage Subsidy Scheme payment should be clear on employees payslips.  In circumstances 

where a top up is being applied, the payslip should show both payments separately.  The Wage 

Subsidy Scheme payment should be labelled as “GovC19 WageSub”. 

The employer may be liable to a penalty if they fail to give their employee a payslip separately 

identifying the Wage Subsidy Scheme amount. 

13. My employees are already claiming the COVID 19 Pandemic Unemployment Payment directly 

from DEASP.  Should I put them back on my books and pay them through the Wage Subsidy 

Scheme? 

Employers may not make a payment to an employee who is in direct receipt of the COVID 19 

Unemployment Payment from the DEASP as it will be a duplicate payment.  In circumstances where 

an employee has been rehired, the employee should remove themselves from the Unemployment 

Payment with the DEASP and they may then be paid by the Employer.  Once the employee is on an 

Employers Payroll, has been on payroll submissions made between 1st February and 15th March 

and is an active employee (i.e. not ceased on the system), the employee may be deemed a qualified 

employee under the scheme. 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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Employees rehired after 1st May 2020 will not be included in the employers CSV file received from 

Revenue for payroll. 

14. How will the refund from Revenue operate? 

The refund for all eligible employers will take approximately 2 working days from the date the 

payroll submission is sent to Revenue.  In some cases Revenue may refund more than the amount 

due.  Its important any additional amount is held separately as it may need to be refunded to 

Revenue at some point. 

In some cases Revenue may instruct the employer to repay all or some of the subsidy refund 

payment received from the Revenue.  Revenue have set out specific guidelines for the repayment 

of any amount under the Wage Subsidy Scheme to assist with reconciling it correctly between 

Revenue and the Employer.  The two step process is: 

Step 1: Transfer the repayment to Revenue to the below bank account: 

Account Name CGs Limerick Public Bank Account  
Bank AIB, 7 – 12 Dame St, Dublin 2  
BIC AIBKIE2D  
IBAN IE25 AIBK 9320 8646 1810 05  
 

No other bank account is to be used and no other payments are to be made into this account.  This 

one is specifically for the Wage Subsidy Scheme.   

Revenue have asked that the following information is provided when making the payment online: 

1234567PCovid xxxxxxxx  

 where 1234567P is the employer PAYE(Emp) tax registration number  

 the ‘Covid’ tag  

 and xxxxxxxx represents the Payroll Run Reference. If your Run Reference will not fit in the 

EFT narrative field, please include as much of the Run Reference as the narrative field allows 

but ensuring to include the Tax registration number and the Covid tag as above.  

If you have more than one affected Run Reference, process a separate payment for each Run 

Reference 

Step 2: Notify Revenue of the payment 

Once the payment has been made to Revenue, confirmation must be sent to the Collector Generals 

office through the myEnquiries system and provide the details of the payment and the Payroll Run 

Reference. 

Select “Other Than Above” and then “Covid Duplicate Refund” when submitting the query through 

myEnquiries in ROS. 

As above, this pathway is specific to the Wage Subsidy Scheme only and should not be used for any 

other enquiries. 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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If you fail to notify Revenue of the payment they will not be able to reconcile it against your records. 

 

15. I have an employee who is in receipt of a wage subsidy payment from the DEASP. 

The Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme applies to all workers. 

Where the workers were in receipt of a: 

 Wage Subsidy Payment - employers should, in these cases, notify the Department of 
Employment Affairs and Social Protection at: 

Wage Subsidy Payment 

Email: wagesubsidy@welfare.ie. 

 JobPlus Payment- employers should, in these cases, notify the Department of 
Employment Affairs and Social Protection at: 

JobsPlus Payment 

Email: jobsplusinfo@welfare.ie. 

 Youth Employment Support Payment, employers should in these cases notify the 
Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection at: 

Youth Employment Support Scheme (YESS) 

Email: YESS@welfare.ie 

16.  What if an employee did not receive their normal salary in January or February? 

This may happen for various reasons such as maternity leave, illness benefit, a bonus or reduced 

pay.  In such cases the Employer can either: 

 Operate the scheme based on the Average Revenue Net Weekly Pay or 

 Pay the employee the appropriate wages without receiving the subsidy 

Temporary Layoffs and reducing your workforce  

The Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP) has introduced a COVID 19 
Pandemic Unemployment Payment of €350 for employees who have lost their jobs due to the 
pandemic.  

Employers should advise their employees with children to apply for a full Jobseeker's Payment as 
there are additional payments for dependent children and families. Jobseeker claims received 
from workers who have adult or child dependents will be prioritised for payment. Once these are 
put into payment, refunds will cease and the employer can cease making payments. 

1. Is the Refund scheme for employers still available? 

http://www.peopletime.ie/
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The refund scheme has been changed to Temporary Wage Subsidy for any employers who have 
retained their employees on their books.  Details are available above under Pay. 

2. What do employees need to do? 

Employees should be aware if the employee is being retained on the books and being provided 
payment under the Wage Subsidy Scheme as detailed above.  If, however, employees who are 
temporarily laid off due to the pandemic as the employer is unable to pay them, they should be 
made aware that they are able to claim the Covid 19 Pandemic Unemployment Payment from the 
DEASP and that they may be able to claim for standard Jobseeker’s Benefit online 
at www.mywelfare.ie if they have dependants at home. If they qualify, they will be moved onto 
this higher payment by the DEASP. 

3. Can we ask employees to work reduced hours?  

It’s important to refer to your contract of employment and handbook to establish if there is a 

provision for short time working.  For those contracts that specify short time working, this can be 

done by agreement with employees.  Employers are required to provide reasonable notice of 

working short time and maintain communication with employee during the short time period. 

For employees who have been working in excess of their contracted hours may have their hours 

brought back to contracted hours if they have not been working the excess hours for longer than 

a 12-month period.  Notification should be given to employees of this reduction to allow them plan 

financially.  If, however, employees have been working in excess of their contracted hours for 12 

months or more, they can apply to be placed in a band of hours as per the Employment 

(Miscellaneous) Provisions Act.  It would therefore be necessary to consult the employees on 

working short time. 

Employees may avail of Short Time Work Support from the DEASP during this period of short time 

working.  Employers must pay the employees for the hours they have worked at their normal rate 

of pay. 

A further option is to avail of the Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme to provide employees with a 

more sustainable payment.  Details can be found above in the Pay section. 

 

4. What about withdrawing job offers from new starters? 

There are two typical scenarios: 

 Employee has accepted an offer of employment – there is now a contract in place so the 

employer will need to honour the terms of the contract in order not to breach it. There will 

typically, though not always, be a relatively short notice period in place for new employees 

so the employer should be able to give the required notice and pay to cover the notice 

period at relatively little cost.  
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Alternatively, you may wish to explore a deferral of the proposed start date with the new 

starter rather than just giving notice. This may be a better option for both parties as it 

obviates the need to pay the notice pay and the new starter retains the prospect of 

employment at a later date. If this is agreed remember to confirm it in writing. 

 

 Employee has not yet accepted an offer of employment – if there is no contract agreed then 

it can be withdrawn unilaterally before acceptance. There is lots of law around when 

“acceptance” becomes effective so again it is important to carefully look at the individual 

circumstances here.   

5.  What does it meant to temporarily lay off my employees due to COVID 19? 

In circumstances where an employer has been forced to cease trading due to COVID 19 and is 
genuinely unable to provide payment to employees during this period may need to lay off their 
staff (redundancy) or temporarily lay off their employees.  During this time there is no payment 
made to employees by the employer and the employee must apply directly to the DEASP for the 
Pandemic Unemployment Payment.  

As employers are unable to determine at present whether employees will be able to return to 
their employment once the restrictions of COVID 19 have been lifted, an amendment has been 
proposed to the Redundancy Payments Act under the Emergency Measures in the Public Interest 
(Covid-19) Bill 2020. The amendment allows for an “emergency period” which means that 
employees on temporary lay off due to COVID 19 will not be in a position to claim a redundancy 
payment.  The emergency period commences on 13th March 2020 and ceases on 31st May 2020.  
It may be extended if necessary, by the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection in 
consultation with the Minister for Health and Public Expenditure and Reform.  Any such order will 
need to be passed by the Oireachtas. The purpose of this amendment is to protect the 
relationship between employers and employees. 

It should be further noted that any employee who has been laid off may search for alternative 
employment as they have been released from their duties with their current employer. 

 

Support for Employees who Sick due to COVID 19 

Any employer who has a company sick pay scheme in operation should follow their normal 

protocols regarding any employee who is absent due to COVID 19. 

1.  Do I have to pay employees off sick with the COVID-19 virus?  

In short, the answer is no.  There is no legal obligation to pay an employee who is out sick due to 

COVID 19. 

If there is a sick pay scheme in operation in your company, then you should comply with your 

standard protocols for determining if a person qualifies for sick pay such as: 

o Do they have the required length of service as set out in your policy? 
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o Do they have sufficient sick days left to cover some or all of their period of absence? 

o Have they provided the required documentation such as medical certificates in line 

with your policy? 

Once an employee has satisfied the criteria in your policy then proceed as normal with providing 

sick pay under your scheme. 

2. What payment to employees receive while off sick due to COVID-19? 

Any employee who has been diagnosed with Covid 19 or is suspected of having Covid 19 and is 

required to self-isolate can receive income support from the DEASP.  The Government has provided 

changes to the Illness Benefit scheme to provide payments to employees who have or are 

suspected to have Covid 19 as follows: 

 Employees will not have to wait 6 days before applying for Illness Benefit. This means 
Illness Benefit can cover the first week of a COVID-19 diagnosis (or medically-required 
self-isolation) and any subsequent weeks. 

 The personal rate of Illness Benefit has increased to €350 per week from 24th March for 
up to 2 weeks if an employee is medically required to self-isolate, or for the duration of 
their medically-certified absence from work with a COVID-19 diagnosis. The 
new enhanced Illness Benefit rate has been in effect from 9 March 2020 and workers 
will be entitled to a refund of any arrears due from this date when the legislation is in 
place. 

 The normal social insurance requirements for Illness Benefit will be waived or the 
means test for Supplementary Welfare Allowance will be removed, if you are medically 
required to self-isolate or diagnosed with COVID-19. 

3. What do I have to pay employees who are not sick but are following government advice to 

self-isolate? 

Where a business is still in operation due to provision of essential services and there is work 

available to an employee, there is no obligation on the employer to provide any payment to the 

employee. 

Employers are encouraged to look at other alternatives for employees regarding flexible working 

arrangements such as  

 compassionate leave 
 allowing the employee to work remotely 
 allowing the staff member to ‘work-up’ any time taken at a future date 
 allowing the employee to avail of annual leave entitlements 
 rearranging parental leave 

 

4. Do we have to pay employees who don’t come to work because they’re worried about getting 

COVID-19?  
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If the employee is in the provision of essential services and is not displaying either of the identified 

COVID-19 symptoms or otherwise self-isolating in line with the prescribed guidance there is no 

entitlement to the Enhanced Illness Benefit provided by DEASP.  

The employer may choose to allow such employees to take holiday or unpaid leave. If an employee 

can work from home, then it should be enforced under the latest government directives issued on 

27th March.  Good practise indicates that discussing the reasons why an employee is not coming to 

work to see if any form of compromise can be worked out is encouraged. 

 

5. Do we have to pay employees if we ask them not to attend work?  

If the organisation as a whole temporarily suspends trading or a specific department is temporarily 

closed due to COVID 19 there are 2 options available to the employer. 

a) Where an employer wishes to retain the employees on the books and can afford to pay 

them then they should continue providing payment.  Employers may be eligible for a 

subsidy from Revenue through the Income Support Scheme. Details are listed above under 

pay. 

b) Where an employer is unable to provide any payment to an employee, they are temporarily 

laying them off and the employee.  Details on temporary lay off are above.  

 

7. What about employees who have gone abroad on holiday and cannot return to Ireland – do I 

have to pay them?  

Assuming such employees cannot perform their work remotely, there is no legal obligation to pay 

them and there is no right to Enhanced Illness Benefit if the employee is fit for work.  

In the circumstances, it would be good practice for you to discuss any way in which you could 

ameliorate what will already be a very stressful situation e.g. would it be possible for them to at 

least have additional paid leave. 

If however the business has been forced to close due to COVID 19 restrictions, the employee should 

be treated in the same manner as the other employees from the date of enforcement. 

 

Holidays  

1. Can we require employees to take holiday during the pandemic?  

Again, remember to start with the contractual position. Some organisations have contracts that 

allow them to prescribe when holidays or some of it must be taken. This could therefore potentially 

help in the current situation. 

If the contract is silent then the position is governed by the Organisation of Working Time Act.  
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This Act gives employers the right to make employees take holiday at any time during their 

employment provided they give the required period of notice, allow for employees to have 

adequate rest and relaxation of their own accord and balance work and family.  This therefore 

means you could not prescribe an employee to use all of their annual leave during this time.   The 

required notice period for an employer to provide is one month. 

Please note that this provision does not apply to sick employees who cannot be made to take 

holiday. 

2. What if an employee had holiday booked but now wants to cancel because of the COVID-19 

pandemic?  

It is up to you as the employer if you agree to this cancellation request – you don’t have to but may 

wish to do so in the interest of good employee relations or your own operational reasons – you 

may need every able employee if you have substantive numbers of staff off sick. 

Again, please note that this does not apply to sick employees who are entitled to postpone holiday 

until they are well.  

You should further consider how many employees you have and how much annual leave will likely 

be retained once the restrictions of the pandemic have been lifted. Will you be able to facilitate all 

staff taking all leave accrued but not taken once the pandemic has ceased. 

 

Protecting older people and other vulnerable people 

This is what the government are saying: 

Protective self-separation is recommended for a person who is at high-risk of severe illness from 
COVID-19, when the virus is circulating in their community. 

These groups include: 

 all people aged 70 years and over 
 people (adults and children) with long-term medical conditions including people with 

cardiac and respiratory conditions 
 people whose immune system is impaired due to disease or treatment including cancer 

patients 
 patients with any condition that can compromise respiratory function 
 residents of nursing homes and other long-stay settings (including disability, mental health 

and older persons services) 
 all people aged 50 years and over within the specialist disability health services 
 all people in the specialist disability health services with an underlying health condition 

 

1. So what should employers do if they have employees within the scope of this guidance? 
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Employers have a duty of care towards their staff. This requires employers to be mindful of this 

guidance and therefore take particular care with such employees. Employers who are providing 

essential services, should ask employees to advise if they are within the scope of this guidance and 

ensure that social distancing is applied fully.  Be mindful of any additional risks associated with 

attending work such as travelling on public transport. 

 

2. Is there anything else to be considered for pregnant employees?   

The normal duty to carry out a risk assessment for pregnant employees still applies, so employers 

should conduct a risk assessment for each pregnant employee that takes account of the changing 

situation arising from the COVID-19 situation.  

Like other vulnerable people pregnant employees should be offered other suitable alternative 

employment on a temporary basis if working from home is not possible. If neither are possible then 

they may qualify for health and safety leave (this would typically be on full pay for 21 days) as the 

employer is unable to provide a reasonable alternative or remove the risk from the work place.  

Following the first 21 days of pay by the employer, the employee may be entitled to Health and 

Safety Benefit from the DEASP. 

 

3. What responsibilities do employers have towards employees working at home?  

An employer’s health and safety duties extend to employees working at home so, like any other 

workplace, the law requires a risk assessment to be carried out. This is the case even though often 

employees are being sent home for their own well-being.  

It will usually be impractical or indeed unnecessary for this to be done by the employer’s 

designated health and safety professional particularly where there are suddenly large numbers of 

employees involved. In the current situation asking employees to undertake their own risk 

assessments (help them cover off everything by providing a suitable checklist) to make sure their 

home work area is safe is a sensible option. 

You should also ask your home workers to follow good health and safety practise. Things to 

consider in this area: 

 The importance of taking appropriate breaks 

 The need to have their workstation set up correctly to avoid back problems etc 

 Make sure that they have their work screens optimised for use in their particular home 

environment 

 Keeping in regular communication with colleagues to help combat the lack of support 

arising from working on their own 

 A requirement to report any health and safety concerns when they arise so the employer 

can address them in good time 
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You do not have a legal obligation to provide the equipment necessary for homeworking however 

you are of course free to do so. If it makes it possible for an employee to work, because an 

employee cannot work otherwise, it would seem good sense to pay for and provide any necessary 

equipment. That is a judgement call to made on a case by case basis. 

 

As mentioned in the introduction this is a rapidly changing situation so please do take advice 

relating to your own particular circumstances. If you do not have professional advisers helping with 

these issues and need some assistance we would be happy to oblige! Please feel free to contact 

johanneohalleron@peopletime.ie .  If you wish to be added to our email list to receive future 

guidance on this or other HR, Payroll or Health & Safety matters please complete our on line 

newsletter request at www.peopletime.ie . 

 

Richard Hare  

Director – Peopletime  
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